
Good morning from Krakow! 

Following the interesting but somewhat traumatic visit to 
Auschwitz on Saturday, yesterday we rode to Zacopane.  The 
weather was kind and the roads most enjoyable with a good 
sprinkle of  twisties, swoopies and the mandatory potholes all 
for good measure.  Zacopane is at the foot of  the Tetra 
mountains and is a very popular destination for holiday 
makers on both summer and winter vacations and boy was 
this evidenced by the multitude of  people present when we 
arrived.  To be honest the place is a little too commercial for 
my taste but it is located in a 
beautiful place and the 
surrounding area and houses are 
just to die for!  Most of  the very 
palatial houses we saw are log 
built and are simply huge.  
Poland would appear to be a 
good place to invest in property, I was speaking to a Brit who 
relocated to a village 40km outside of  Krakow 3 years ago - 


Pope John-Paul II 

Born 50km south west of 
Krakow in Wadowice, 

which happened to be a 
small town we passed 

through yesterday on our 
run - out to Zacopane. 

John-Paul, was the 
youngest Pope since 1854 
and the first none Italian 

Pope since 1520. 
In 1958 at the age of 38, 
he became the Bishop of 

Krakow, becoming 
Archbishop in 1963. 



he bought a property in 40 acres of  forest with SEVEN bedrooms and paid the princely sum 
of  £70,000 for it and that's a lot of  house for your money.   

Goldwings were 'ten a penny' yesterday, we must have passed at least a dozen on the way to 
and from Zacopane. 

Upon our return we managed for the first time to wash the bikes since our arrival - with no 
builders on site it being Sunday we were able to position the bikes over drains in the 
underground garage and splash copious quantities of  water around with gay abandon - all is 
now ready for the mammoth haul to Prague tomorrow morning. 

Last evening, we hit the square again for a little more atmosphere and culture - sadly, as a 
nation we can claim none of  the latter when abroad as some of  the behavior I witnessed en- 
route to dinner was pathetically disgusting and it is no wonder we have such a poor 
reputation overseas.  That said, some of  our group got rather carried away as evidenced 
above. 

Best to all, will rise behind the church - this a theory which will be put to the test in the morning - weather and 
local constabulary 

 John, Dad & Grumpy G.......... 










   


